Ristimäe stone grave on the island of Muhu
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PREQUEL

In spring 2014, forest fire broke out on Ristimäe (Eng. Cross Hill) premises in Nurme village, Muhu Island. The fire, started by careless grass burners, was soon extinguished and the damage was not very extensive: only a small part of the pine grove and bush undergrowth perished. Due to this, the forest became transparent and the cairn under the trees came into view (Fig. 1). A man from the Nurme village, Mihkel Mägi, went to explore it and with the help of a metal detector found a fragment of a bronze brooch (Fig. 2). He immediately reported his discovery to the heritage inspector of the Saare County, but for some reason his report was not paid attention to. For a year the brooch, handed over to the Muhu Museum, and its findspot were forgotten, but M. Mägi remembered them when uprooting of the trees and bushes damaged by fire started on Ristimägi. This prompted him, together with his neighbour Rein Saksakulm, to ask the landowner for permission to investigate the cairn. In April 2015 they went to the spot several times and dug out a lot of artefacts. ‘We saved the finds, because if the tractor had gone over the cairn one more time, nothing would have survived there’, the men explained. Heritage Conservation Act § 32.2 (see tinyurl.com/Act32-2) only allows to remove the found thing in case it is endangered, but in principal, it is strictly prohibited, since this will sabotage the find context.

FIELD DAY OF THE NATIONAL HERITAGE BOARD ON THE FINDSPOT

On 29 April 2015, the National Heritage Board made a trip to Ristimägi to inspect the cairn and finds recovered there. The finds, most of which were deformed by high temperatures or
deliberately damaged, indubitably belonged to a cremation burial. The eastern shore of an erstwhile bay, about 9 m above sea level, had been chosen for the burial site. As a result of the land rise, the erstwhile bay has dried and today it is used as a meadow and a pasture. Today the burial site stands out on the terrain as a SW – NE-oriented mound, about 200 m long, 30–80 cm high and 15–20 m wide at the foot (Fig. 3). Since a lot of stones have been heaped on the top and at the sides of the mound from the fields, and a road has been dug through its southern end, it is still vague whether it is a single burial site or several joint ones. Three trial pits were dug in the northern, eastern and western parts of the cairn. Each of them revealed compact stone settings, upon which, and also between the stone layers, the soil was evenly dark, sporadically bluish-black and coaly. Across an approximately 3 m wide area, where the tractor transporting the burnt trees and bushes had crossed over the cairn, deep cuts disturbed the surface (Fig. 4). In one of these a partly melted fragment of a bronze chain and about ten burnt bone fragments were found; in the same area M. Mägi and R. Saksakulm had recovered most of the found artefacts (Tamla 2015).

On the basis of the observations made on the spot, it was considered necessary to suggest that the stone grave on the premises of Ristimäe and Kaasiku should be taken under protection (Fig. 5). The landowners got permission to cut the trees and bushes damaged by fire, but not to root them up since the rooting would further damage the grave constructions, burials and grave goods in the different layers. The owners were also informed that in a zone of 50 m around the cairn the permit of the National Heritage Board must be obtained for constructing buildings and roads and digging ditches, and for any other earthwork and digging.
FINDS FROM THE RISTIMÄE GRAVE AND THE DATE OF THE BURIAL SITE

The total of 65 find numbers of metal artefacts were recovered from Ristimägi. The overwhelming majority of them bear traces of having been in fire. Many of the artefacts have been deliberately broken or deformed. In addition, 11 burnt bone fragments, including a skull fragment, were found; these still need to be determined. All metal finds were placed in water-filled cases, and therefore the change of environment did not cause fast oxidation. However, storing in water does not grant long-term preservation of metal and hence the finds were handed over to be conserved. After the conservation the finds were handed over to the Archaeological Research Collection of Tallinn University, and registered as state property.¹

Classification of finds by their material and artefact types reveals that bronze ornaments and costume accessories prevail: neck- and belt-chains (Fig. 6: 1), chain-holders (Fig. 6: 2), decorative pins (Fig. 6: 3–4) and pins from headdress, neck rings (Fig. 6: 5) and bracelets (Fig. 6: 6–7), pendants (Fig. 6: 8) and finger-rings (Fig. 6: 9). Belt buckles (Fig. 6: 11) and knife sheaths (Fig. 6: 12) are also made of bronze. Two artefacts are made of silver: a small brooch with oval frame and iron pin (Fig. 6: 13), and a circular sheet pendant with a suspension loop of sheet bronze (Fig. 6: 14). The number of iron tools and commodities is surprisingly small: a bridle and four knives. The same can be said about weapons, represented by a battle axe with traces of fire (Fig. 6: 15), a bronze chape of a scabbard (Fig. 6: 10) and a half of a sword hilt.

The period of use of the Ristimäe grave can be indirectly defined on the basis of artefacts discovered there. Generally they belong to artefact types well known in Estonian archaeological material, typical to the 12th – 13th centuries sites. Such items are, for instance, five large cross-headed decorative pins, united cross hands of which are marked by four small holes (Fig. 6: 4). Three of them bear traces of melted tin decoration. Such pins were used to fasten breast chains and their counterparts can be found in female burials in Kaarma, Muhu Viira, Kärla, Paiküla and Valjala cemeteries (Kustin 1958, 50, plate II: 1; Selirand 1975, 94, plate XI: 3; Mägi 2002, 104, plate 133: 1). The four large chain-holders with a wavy lower edge (Fig. 6: 2) and fragments of two knife sheaths (Fig. 6: 12) are contemporaneous with these late decorative pins. The knife sheaths represent women’s knife sheaths of the so-called Saaremaa type, which have a rhomboid extension at the mouth. After the 13th century such sheaths were not made any more (Kustin 1962a, 88–89; Selirand 1970, 174). The finger-rings with a transversely grooved thicker middle part and overlapping loose ends are also characteristic to female burials of the 12th – 13th centuries on Saaremaa (Kustin 1958, 51). Ristimäe finds included six such specimens. One of these was in the find assemblage (Fig. 6: 9) consisting of about ten

¹ AI 7401.
wire-wrapped rods, a couple of small chain fragments and two larger iron rings, all partly melted and stuck together.

The few finds that could be dated to an earlier period include a broken double-cross-headed decorative pin with lower terminals connected by straight spikes (Fig. 6: 3). Ornaments of this type appeared in the 11th century (Mägi 1997, 46), but their later use alongside with pins of new shapes cannot be precluded either (see Selirand 1974, 146; Kustin 1962b, 414–415). The dating of the axe, belonging to M type by Jan Petersen’s typology of axes is also problematic (Fig. 6: 15). This type is characterized by a broad blade with curving sides, a curved edge, short neck and extensions on the shaft-hole. It is supposed that the manufacturing of such battle-axes started in Scandinavia in the 10th century; from there they spread until East and Central Europe and were used at least until the 14th century (Kivistö 1973, 117, No. 874; Atgāzis 1997, 60–62; Thunmark-Nylén 1998, plate 257–259, 304; 2006, 311–313).

**Fig. 6.** Metal artefacts recovered from Ristimägi: 1 – fragment of a belt-chain, 2 – chain-holder, 3–4 – decorative pin, 5 – neckring, 6 – bracelet, 7 – fragments of a spiral bracelet, 8 – cross pendant, 9 – find assemblage consisting of a finger-ring, wire-wrapped rods, chain fragments and iron rings, 10 – chape of a scabbard, 11 – belt buckle, 12 – knife sheath, 13 – silver brooch, 14 – silver sheet pendant, 15 – battle axe.  
*Photo / Foto: Tarvi Toome*
The specific feature of the Ristimäe axe is a curved ledge, parallel to the edge, forged on each side of the blade. A similar ledge can be noted also on the axe among the grave goods of the female cremation burial XXVIII of Rahu, dated to the 12th century (Mägi 2002, 90, plate 83: 3), which may suggest the same manufacturer.

SUMMARY
In the Ristimäe grave the deceased have been buried after cremation on a pyre. Deciding by the finds recovered there, the grave was used during the Final Iron Age in Estonia. This is not surprising, because in the 12th century and at the beginning of the 13th century the custom of cremation burials, where remains collected from the extinct pyre were buried in stone graves, prevailed in Estonia. Estonian stone graves have been regarded as family burial sites, where all members of the family, including those who died in infancy, were buried. Most of the stone graves of that period are above-ground cairns, without any marked structure. Some of them are so low and with so few stones, that they remain unnoticed on the present-day terrain. This can be said primarily about the stone graves on the thin soils of west and north Estonia, where during the last decade amateur archaeologists using metal detectors have provided useful information for discovering the graves (Kiudsoo et al. 2012, 238–241). In other places, including Saaremaa and Muhu, cremated dead have been buried in higher cairns, which were evidently quite conspicuous on the erstwhile terrain. This is also confirmed by the Ristimäe stone grave, erected on a higher shore of erstwhile bay or backwater. Although the ancient burial site was forgotten, its popular name – Ristimägi – was preserved in the name of the farm where it was located.

On 15 May 2015, Directive No 17-A of the Director General of the National Heritage Board the Ristimäe prehistoric grave/cemetery was taken under temporary protection. Expert panel for archaeological monuments presented Mihkel Mägi and Rein Saksakulm, discoverers of this grave, archaeology books, but they were also reminded that seeking objects of cultural value with metal detector requires training in this field.
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Tulenevalt leiukoha ülevaatamisel tehtud tähelepanekutest tehti Muinsuskaitseasemad peadirektörile ettepanek Ristimäe ja Kaasiku kinnistutele Ristimäe kivikalmes lahtise huvega põletatud surnud. Leidude põhjal otsustades oli kalme kasutuses ühtlasi anti maaomanikele teada, et kivivare umbes ümbritsevat kültsukonnas keelati ära, kuna see rikuks kalmerajatist ja see erinevates kihtides asetsevaid matuseid ning hauapanuseid. Peale ja selle servas tulekahjustusi saanud puud ja põõsad lubati maaomanikel eemaldada, kuid nende juurimine peadirektorile ettepanek Ristimäe ja Kaasiku kinnistutele jääva kivikalme kaitse alla (jn 6: 126).


Arheoloogia ekspordinõukogu ettepanekul kingiti kalme avastanud Miikkel Mägi ja Rein Saksakulmule arheoloogiaalast kirjandust, kuid ühtlasi tuletati neile meelel, et kultuuriväärtusega esemete otsinguvahendiga otsimiseks tuleb läbida vastav koolitus.